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QILT Student Experience Survey (SES)

myExperience course and teaching Survey 

Two core institutional Student Experience surveys administered each 
year for current students
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The QILT suite of Student Experience surveys are funded 
by the Australian Government

Survey About Student cohorts When

Student Experience 
Survey (SES)

• The only comprehensive survey of current higher 
education students in Australia

• Reports on 6 quality indicators: Overall Satisfaction; 
Teaching Quality; Learner Engagement; Learning 
Resources; Student Support; Skills Development

• The majority of current students 
enrolled in UNSW (excludes first 
semester and research students)

• Annually in 
August

Graduate Outcomes 
Survey (GOS)/ 
Course Experience 
Questionnaire (CEQ)

• The GOS survey collects information on labour market 
outcomes and further study activities of graduates: Full-
time employment; Overall employment; Full-time study; 
Median salary

• The CEQ collects information on three quality 
indicators: Overall satisfaction; Good teaching; and 
Generic skills

• Completed by graduates 
approximately four months after 
completion of their courses

• Annually in 
November

Employer Satisfaction 
Survey (ESS)

• The ESS is the first national survey that directly links 
the experiences of graduates to the views of their direct 
supervisors

• Employed graduates who participated 
in GOS are asked four months after 
graduation to provide the contact 
details of their supervisor for follow up.

• Four months 
after 
Graduation



The QILT pitch to future students
Thinking about higher education 
institutions and study areas? Wish 
you could ask someone about their 
experience?

With QILT, you can do side by side 
comparisons of the quality of the higher 
education institutions and the study areas 
that you’re interested in.

You can trust QILT results, because they 
are based on thousands of surveys 
completed by students across Australia. 
The results are up to date, because the 
surveys are completed every year.
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QILT Survey Results are available publicly on the QILT website
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The UNSW QILT Dashboard shows a strategic summary of national survey outcomes and 
monitors overall student perception of quality of teaching and learning at the university level
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Overall satisfaction: four largest Study Areas

Sample size

2016-17 Pooled 
results
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The QILT Dashboard shows a strategic summary of national survey outcomes and monitors 
overall quality of teaching and learning at the university level
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The QILT Dashboard shows a strategic summary of national survey outcomes and monitors 
overall quality of teaching and learning at the university level
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Correlations between the 
various dimensions:

QEE Overall quality
TQ Teaching Quality
LE Learning Environment
LR Learning Resources
SS Student Services
SD Skill Development



Students are asked two overall 
satisfaction questions:

• Overall how would you rate the 
quality of your entire educational 
experience this year?

• How would you rate the quality of 
the teaching you have 
experienced?

There is a strong positive 
correlation between the two 
questions

Quadrant analysis highlights 
programs with either low overall or 
teaching satisfaction; or both

Symmetry shading shows which 
programs have higher teaching 
satisfaction than overall satisfaction

* Note: Analysis shows results for undergraduate responses for single programs; and individual programs within double degrees; pooled 2016-17

Low overall, high teaching sat High overall, high teaching sat

High overall, low teaching sat

Low overall, low teaching sat

Example SES Analysis: Overall Satisfaction and Teaching Satisfaction 
Overall Satisfaction and Overall Teaching Satisfaction by program name; 2016-17 (>50 responses)
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Meaningful insight from analysis of four high impact areas

Overall the four biggest faculties have the biggest impact on the student experience; within the 
SES this aligns to four survey areas

Data analysis is completed for all faculties with further focus
on faculties and survey areas with the largest impact on the 
student experience

• Double degrees

• Individual programs within double degrees

• Study area and program analysis 

• Cohort analysis

• myExperience results aggregated to the program level

Proportion of total SES undergraduate 
responses from 4 survey areas:

• Business and management
• Engineering
• Science and mathematics
• Humanities, culture and social sciences

70% 70% 71%

2015 2016 2017
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What the students are telling us: top 10 institution-wide themes

The following are the most common negative themes emerging from the dataset (in no particular 
order):

• Unclear guidelines for assessment tasks

• Inconsistent marking of assessment tasks

• Feedback on assessment tasks

• The handbook, confusing program structures and availability of accurate course outlines prior to 
enrolment

• Course content perceived to be irrelevant to future careers

• Inconsistencies in perceived teaching quality

• Lack of work-integrated learning and internship opportunities

• Availability of lecture recordings

• Range of subject choices

• Flexibility in timetabling
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The myExperience course and teaching survey is 
administered for each course each semester  

• Surveys are administered in-class (as per myExperience procedure)

• Staff photos are included in surveys

• Students receive one survey link for each course (course and teacher 

questions are displayed to students as part of the one survey)

• Students can navigate to the survey directly from Moodle 

• Response rate monitor is available to all staff
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myExperience is the UNSW course and teaching survey

• Course level survey

• Administered each semester by course

• 14 questions in total: 9 course questions 

and 5 teacher questions

• Instructors 'Close the Loop' with students
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Deeper understanding of the student experience 
supported by governance and strategic reporting 

• School quality enhancement plans 

• Program and course reviews

• Faculty Board and Quality Assurance Committee reporting

• Council Key Performance Indicators: KPI 7 - Student Satisfaction

• Executive reports to Academic Board and University Academic Quality Committee

• Strategic dashboards (QILT; myExperience; SETI)

UNSW Metrics 
& Reporting

Faculty & 
School Quality 
Enhancement

Governance

• Survey Reference Group (SRG)

• Student Experience Enhancement Committee

• Education Quality Process and Procedure
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The myExperience dashboard shows a summary of student feedback at the university; faculty 
and school; and course and teacher level
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The myExperience dashboard shows a summary of student feedback at the university; faculty 
and school; and course and teacher level
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The myExperience dashboard shows a summary of student feedback at the university; faculty 
and school; and course and teacher level
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The myExperience dashboard shows a summary of student feedback at the university; faculty 
and school; and course and teacher level



Gender and academic level differences
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Gender and academic level differences
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Gender and academic level differences
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Gender and academic level differences
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Analysis can be performed 
to align course level survey 
outcomes with program level 
survey outcomes 

The aggregation of course 
level (myExperience) survey 
outcomes are using program 
enrollment data shows that 
satisfaction at the individual 
course level is much higher 
than at the program level

As satisfaction at the course 
level increases; satisfaction 
at the program level also 
increases

Aligning course level (myExperience) and program level (SES) survey outcome data
SES Overall Satisfaction and myExperience Q7 Overall Satisfaction Overall Teaching Satisfaction by 
program; 2016-17 (>25 responses for both)
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PVCE dashboard framework allows us to customise and tailor strategic 
information to the evolving needs of institutional leadership teams; faculty 

and school leadership; and program and course authorities

• QILT Dashboard; results of national benchmarking surveys

• myExperience; supports course and teaching quality enhancement

• SETI; Student Experience of Teaching Index; displays teaching band for 

each teacher for a given term and shows summarised and tabular data at 

university, faculty and school levels
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SETI - Student Experience of Teaching Index
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SETI - Student Experience of Teaching Index



Likely to change
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SETI - Student Experience of Teaching Index
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SETI - Student Experience of Teaching Index
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SETI - Student Experience of Teaching Index
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SETI - Student Experience of Teaching Index



• Student feedback can be used to drive change
if comparative data is presented

• Data driven conversations are more productive

• Presenting data in a format that people can use is critical

• Institutions sharing experiences helps everyone

• Only ask for feedback when you intend to do something with 
the response

Where to from here?
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